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Project LIGHT
with Methadone User

NEPAL

C

andle production in Kathmandu, Nepal, is an income
generation project for stable MMT-patients.
Incoming generation is a necessary step to resocialize
drug users. Because of the lack of skills, simple steps
are necessary to learn working processes again (or first
time).
Hereby real sencefull work and earning money is an
important issue.

SHARAN NEPAL
Providing hope and future
SHARAN Government REG NO: 2542/265/450
SWC REG No:23104
Tel: +977 98 41 51 35 34
E-mail: info.sharan@gmail.com

MANISH CARE FOUNDATION
After the starting period, the project will be self financed
by sales of the locally produced candles. Sustainability
is a must for WKF-projects!

Hospital chowk 10
Pokhara, Kaski
Nepal
Tel: +977 98 46 06 75 15
E-mail: manishcarefoundation@hotmail.com

Safe - efficient - transparent in OST medicines
CompWare Medical GmbH
Robert-Bunsen-Str. 4
64679 Gernsheim - Germany
Tel: +49 (0) 6258 / 9492 -0
E-mail: gmp@compwaremedical.de
Internet: www.compwaremedical.com

Support economic rehabilitation
of methadone users
Provide social support
Liberate from marginalisation

Werner Kalka Foundation
Dorfstrasse 40
15936 Dahmetal - Germany
Tel: +49 (0)35451 949580
E-mail: info@kalka-stiftung.de
Nepali handmade candles

BACKGROUND

CONCEPT
PROJECT LIGHT

T

he CANDLE PROJECT is an income generation activity
for stable MethadoneMaintenanceTreated (MMT) people
in Pokhara, Nepal.
Even MMT is a successful treatment program in Nepal,
life is not easy for methadone patients. Stigmatization
of methadone patients as normal addicts and the lack
of support services are the reasons.
The CANDLE PROJECT is the only one of it`s kind onsite. Most of the methadone patients have no jobs nor
a daily income. Because of the addiction most of them
have not learned a profession jet.
The CANDLE PROJECT started in Nepal to give these
people the opportunity to create their livelihoods. The
production of candles needs only simple training, time,
simple and inexpansive tools and the willingness to make
good products.
Different kinds of candles are produced for different
markets in Pokhara. One is the local market dominated
by Chinese and Indian products and the other one are
the local tourists.

The cooling process of just made candles in water
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HARAN, a Nepali Christian NGO, is leading the project
in Nepal. WKF is financing the investment and start of
the project with founding of the German company
Compware Medical.
MANISH, another Nepali NGO, Pokhara, is responsible
for implementing the project in Pokhara. This means
organizing trainings, creating schedules, production and
accounting.
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bjectives:

Create income generating opportunities for stable
MMT patients and their families
Learning the means of production
Family reintegration
Help them retain in the treatment

In the first step the project stagnates due to the lack of
marketing and selling experience. In the second step
MANISH got support in marketing and selling through
the German partners.
After stabilising the success, the project shall be copied
to other sites in Nepal with the target selling to international
tourists.

Handmade candle production in Pokhara

Packaging the candles for sale

